Abstract -Using Twisted-DFT, we characterize Consta-Abelian codes over Galois rings that are closed under two kinds of monomials.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
For a primep, Galois ring &a.,' = 2 , . [ Foreveryj E I,, theset = { @ ' ( j ) , iP2(j), . . . , a e i -' ( j ) } where ej is the smallest integer such that C P " j ( j ) = j, is called the cyclotomic coset 'This work was partly supported by CSIR, India, through Research Grant (22(0298)/99/EMR-I1) to B.S.Rajan. modulo n containing rj1 . A linear code C over Rpa,l is constaAbelian iff it satisfies the conjugate-symmetry property and the set Cj = {Aj I 15 E C} = p"j &a,lei, an ideal of the subring q a , l e j where 0 5 qj 5 a.
In this paper, we study P-constacyclic codes which are also invariant under the monomid-permutations db)Ub and r<'>Qn. where: (i) u b is defined by, [il = [i , -I , . . . , i o 1 -$  [ b , -l i , -l . . , r::;) is given by ai) = ai for 0 5 i < n,+l -ns and for n,+l -ns 5 i < n, ai) = n L z : + h ( gmr, ai), where 6t) denotes the "carry value" in the k-th radix-component due to addition
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